Agile
Our Agile Consulting Service is built around the following goals: High performing and
empowered teams, end to end functionality, speed to market and iterative delivery of features

Our Proven Value

VISIBILITY

ADAPTABILITY

Amount

CHANGE DIRECTION RAPIDLY
By breaking work into smaller increments,
producing fully functioning code, you can change
direction in as little as 2-3 weeks

Time

Time

EMPOWER TALENTED EMPLOYEES
Allow your team members to engage more directly
on projects and solutioning

AustinCSI Advantage

RISK

Amount

IMPROVE TEAM COMMUNICATION
Teams are given frequent opportunities to improve
through daily stand-ups and retrospectives

Amount

BUSINESS VALUE

VALIDATE ASSUMPTIONS
Get your product into the hands of actual users
and measure their interaction with it to validate
assumptions as you build

Time

Time

With our help, compared to waterfall, Agile delivers value while
decreasing overall risk right out of the gate

Success Stories

Agile is more than just a project management
methodology. We take a holistic view into Agile delivery
OTHER PROVIDERS

Amount

DEPLOY A WORKING PRODUCT MORE OFTEN
Get your product to market faster
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Agile is more than just a project management
methodology. We take a holistic view into Agile delivery
Problem: Our client was struggling with project
quality and speed issues.
Solution: Our Agile consultants implemented
Agile solutions such as Test Driven Development
(TDD) to allow for more collaboration between the
development and testing teams. This increased
quality as well as customer satisfaction.
Problem: Our client experienced an increase in
workload and simultaneous decrease in
productivity.
Solution: We were able to have more frequent
release and deliver more projects with less
overall spend.
227 projects in 6 releases for $230 million

2013
324 projects in 10 releases for $177 million

2014
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